
Lydney Yacht Club 

Duties of the Officer of the Day 

 
Before leaving home 

 Check the weather forecast on Radio 4 or on the Internet.  

o  You need :- 

o Wind speed (miles per hour and Beaufort wind force - See Table) 

o Wind direction (Compass rose ie North West) 

o Likelihood of  severe precipitation 

o Forecast of gales or strong wind warning 

o Forecast of squalls, thunder and lightning!! 

 Check height of tide, time of high water and race start time 

 Make sure you have a watch or clock (time measurable in seconds) 

 

Arrive at the Club at least one hour before the race start time. 

After arriving at the Club 

 Check that the telephone is working in case of emergency 

 Open OOD hut and prepare clock, race forms, 30 minute flag, 10 minute flag, 
start flag, postponement flag and hooter (see attached flag descriptions) 

 Check that safety boat helmsman and crew are present and that the safety 
boat is in order – radio channels to be used are as below 

Icom handheld 37 

Horizon handheld EXP 1 

Safety Boat Fixed Set INT P1 Dual watch with Channel 16 

Safety Boat call sign BRAVEHEART 

Lydney Yacht Club call sign LYDNEY CLUB 

 

 Decide whether racing is possible having regard to the weather conditions (if in 
doubt consult experienced dinghy helmsmen present). Note that some weather 
conditions are suitable for large dinghies eg Wayfarer but not suitable for small 
dinghies eg Toppers 

 Lay the course. This will depend on the height of tide, strength of wind, 
direction of wind. Try to ensure that the course is suitable for the smallest boat 
intending to take part 

 Arrange with the safety boat helmsman where to lay the course marker buoys 

 At 30 minutes before the official start time, sound the hooter and hoist the 30 
minute flag. Your watch/clock must be set accurately. The race time is set by 
this clock only 



 Ensure that all intending participants sign on the race form including dinghies 
that are cruising 

 If the race is to be delayed due to lack of tide or wind or other reason, sound 
the hooter, hoist the postponement flag and call out the revised start time to 
the helmsmen. Do not postpone lightly. Helms and crew should be at the Club 
in good time. 

 At 10 minutes before the start (to the nearest second), sound the hooter, hoist 
the 10 minute flag and take down the 30 minute flag. (And postponement flag 
if hoisted) 

 At 5 minutes before the start (to the nearest second) sound the hooter and 
hoist the start flag. Check that all participating boats are afloat. Any boat not 
afloat and sailing at the 5 minute signal must not leave the slip until after the 
start and before starting must sail round the outside of the Club buoy without 
interfering with other participants 

 At the start time (to the nearest second), sound the hooter and take down the 
start flag and the 10 minute warning flag. If any boat is over the start line, 
sound the hooter and call out the boat number. Note that the start line (and 
the finish line)  is the transit between the flagstaff and the transit pole and with 
the boat passing inside the Club buoy. The buoy is NOT the start line. The boat 
must be inside the finish buoy to finish. 

 During the race 

o Look to see if any boats get into any difficulties. Communicate with safety 
boat by VHF radio, Channel 37, M1 only. See channel table above 

o So far as possible check to see that all boats sail the correct course 

o Note the time that each boat completes each lap 

o Be prepared to shorten course if it looks as though some boats will not be 
able to complete the set course due to tide change or lack of wind. Hoist 
shorten course flag and sound hooter 

 

 At the end of the race, sound the hooter as the bow of each finishing boat cuts 
the finish line (boat must be inshore of the buoy) and note the time to the 
nearest second 

 Ensure that all participating boats return to the slipway and that each 
helmsman signs the race form 

 If any participant wishes to protest, refer him to the sailing secretary 

 Hand the race form to the sailing secretary, put away all flags, hooter, and any 
other equipment and lock the OOD hut 

 

 

 

 

 



Calculations 

Calculate the elapsed time in seconds for each boat 

 

 secondsadditional minutes in time starttime finish time Elapsed  )60)((   

 

numberPortsmouth

 secondsintimeelapsed
timeCorrected

)100( 
  

 
 
 
 

Beaufort Scale 

Force Description Knots MPH 

  0 calm <1  <1 

  1 Light airs   1 -   3   1 -   4 

  2 Light breeze   4 -   6   5 -   7 

  3 Gentle breeze   7 - 10   8 - 12 

  4 Moderate 
breeze 

11 - 16 13 - 18 

  5 Fresh breeze 17 - 21 19 - 24 

  6 Strong breeze 22 - 27 25 - 31 

  7 Near gale 28 - 33 32 - 38 

  8 Gale 34 - 40 39 - 46 

  9 Strong gale 41 - 47 47 - 54 

10 Storm 48 - 55 55 - 63 

11 Violent storm 56 - 63 64 - 73 

12 Hurricane >63 >73 

 
 

 

 



Lydney Yacht Club - Race Signals 

 

Action Flag Sound 

½ hour 

 
Temporary Signal as ½ hour flag 

lost 

 

 One long blast 

10 minute  One long blast 

5 minute 

 

 
One long blast 

Start Flags Down One long blast 

Postponement 

15 minute 

increment 

 

 
Two long blasts 

Shortened 

course 

 

 
Two long blasts 

 

John Christie – July 2010 


